INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY GOA
Goa College of Engineering Campus, Farmagudi, Ponda -403401, Goa
___________________________________________________________________________

Enquiry No. IITGOA/2019-20/048

Date: 23/01/2020

Corrigendum to the tender for Supply of Compute Cluster vide Enquiry No. IITGOA/2019-20/048 dtd.
17/01/2020.
For the tender of Supply of Compute Cluster at IIT Goa, the following clauses / paragraphs have been
modified/added:
# Conditions of contract
1. Award of Contract: (a) IIT Goa shall award the contract to the technically qualified eligible bidder whose
bid has been determined as the lowest evaluated financial bid.
(b) If more than one bidder happens to quote the same lowest price, IIT Goa reserves the right to award the
contract to more than one bidder or any bidder.
2. Comparison of Bids: (a) Only the short-listed bids from the technical evaluation shall be considered for
commercial comparison.
(b) For the purpose of comparison of prices on equal basis, the prices quoted in foreign currency (if any) by
bidders shall be converted to equivalent Indian Rupees. The exchange rate as on the date of opening of financial
bids shall be considered for the purpose of comparison.
3. Purchaser’s Right to amend/cancel: (a) IIT Goa reserves the right to amend the eligibility criteria,
commercial terms and conditions, technical specifications etc.
(b) IIT Goa reserves the right to cancel the entire tender without assigning any reasons thereof.
4. Terms of Payment: (a) For foreign currency payments: 80% of the payment will be made through irrevocable
Letter of Credit (LC) with 30 days credit period. Balance 20% payment shall be released by wire transfer within
30 days of successful installation and demonstration of Compute Cluster.
(b) The LC operating charges inside India will be to IIT Goa account and those outside India will be to
beneficiary account. The LC confirmation charges and LC amendment charges, if requested/required, will be to
beneficiary account.
(c) For payments in INR: 80% of the payment will be released on receipt of material at IIT Goa with 30 days
credit. Balance 20% payment will be released within 30 days of successful installation and demonstration of
Compute Cluster.
5. Risk and Ownership: Upon 80% of payment, IIT Goa shall become owners of goods ordered but all risks,
responsibilities, liabilities thereof in all goods shall remain with the selected bidder till delivery of all goods to
all end users. Part deliveries shall not be treated as deliveries. Only full deliveries of all items ordered will be
considered as delivery.
All other terms will remain same.
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